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RAN Planning Challenges

• Error-prone Models and Methods

• Expense of Drive Test-based Models

• Limited Model Availability for LTE and 5G RAN

Service Experience Analytics 
Model Benefits

• Right-Sized Coverage: Save on operating 
expenses while avoiding unnecessary sites 
and coverage holes.

• Future-Ready Tuning: Minimize network 
optimization tasks with the most accurate 
predictive models.

• 24x7 Availability: Eliminate the need for 
costly drive tests with visibility to the actual 
subscriber experience.

• Real-World Applicability: Address the 
realities of usage patterns both indoors and 
outdoors.

The NETSCOUT Advantage

• 20+ Years RF Propagation Modeling Expertise

• World-Class Network Monitoring Capabilities

• Extensive, Global Customer Base

Omnis RAN Service Experience 
Analytics Model
Accurate and Efficient Network Signal Coverage 
Predictions for Path Loss Modeling

With the Service Experience Analytics Model (SEAM), NETSCOUT® brings to market an innovative 
and cost-conscious solution for predictive modeling of network signal coverage and path loss. 
Unlike traditional Continuous Wave-based options, SEAM is designed to better reflect the 
subscriber experience with measurements gathered directly from the Radio Access Network (RAN).

• Reduce the cost, time and complexity associated with traditional field measurement collection.
• Focus on the subscriber experience with actual RF characteristics rather than ideal 

specifications and predictable deployment conformity.
• Reflect the reality of in-building subscriber usage with path-loss measurements based 

on indoor-centric data.
• Improve and automate the classification of morphologies with a quantitative and 

objective approach.
• Update and validate models periodically and on-demand to ensure alignment with 

changing environments and GIS data.

Avoid the High Cost and Complexities Associated with Continuous 
Wave Measurements
For many service providers, a traditional drive testing approach is both cost-prohibitive and 
logistically complex. For those unable to support the massive and cyclical deployment of 
temporary elements designed to mimic network transmitters, SEAM offers an alternative. Using 
RAN network traces, SEAM creates viable models with relevant geodata to mitigate the risks of 
scheduling, access, and safety.

http://www.netscout.com
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Subscriber-based Metrics Incorporate Real-World 
Network Imperfections
While historically used to guide RAN planning efforts, traditional Continuous Wave (CW) 
measurements are by nature collected from known equipment with predictable specifications. 
The reality of modern network deployments is less aligned with “by-the-book” scenarios.

With SEAM, the imperfections of the network and UEs due to antenna pattern and gain variations 
or azimuths and down-tilt deviations are fully considered. With the NETSCOUT approach, the 
over-prediction of signals is minimized, improving overall accuracy of the modeling process.

Indoor-Centric Approach Reflects the New Reality of Subscriber 
Usage Location
As a majority of network traffic originating from in-building sources, it is increasingly important 
for RAN planning engineers to understand and model coverage needs for subscribers as 
they move indoors. As traditional Continuous Wave (CW) drive tests cannot account for these 
scenarios, a different approach is needed when building propagation models.

SEAM brings clarity to these situations with traceport data collection and advanced processing 
that shifts the balance of modeling sources to 80% subscriber experience and 20% 
extrapolation from outdoor-focused path loss measurements. The resulting information enables 
fine-tuned RF Model outputs that are easily integrated into a service provider’s existing RAN 
planning tools and processes.

Pre-configured, Automated Grouping Assignments Improve 
Data Granularity
Through the automatic identification and assignment of modeling areas of interest to pre-
determined morphologies, SEAM improves sample granularity without the need for labor-
intensive metric collection.

Out-of-the box, SEAM references 150 pre-calibrated models based on NETSCOUT’s existing and 
ever-expanding CW measurement library of models for frequencies from 600MHz-5500MHz.

Support for Model Alignment with Ever-Changing Conditions
With planning tools, access to the latest conditions improves the accuracy of propagation 
models. SEAM supports this best practice with measurement availability and periodic updates 
to models at any time.

TracePort
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• High Accuracy
• Indoor and Outdoor Usage

• 24x7 Availability
• Cost-concious Implementation
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Getting Started with SEAM
Implemented as a temporary software 
solution, SEAM is easily introduced into cloud-
based virtual docker machine environments. 
Here, required data from the network is 
collected and analyzed as measurements 
reach statistical significance. Results are 
then used to change initial parameters and 
improve the models for loading into the 
system during initial deployment.

Final models are packaged for delivery in 
customer-specified formats designed to work 
seamlessly within specific planning toolsets 
and processes.

http://www.netscout.com
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